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Protect family & property
Save on insurance
Increase real estate value

Imagine a security and fire alarm system that offers the
most advanced protection for people and possessions. It
can alert you when children return from school, distinguish
pets from intruders, adjust lighting, heating and air
conditioning, and minimize the chance of false alarms.
Imagine a system that provides convenience, comfort and
dynamic control. That’s PowerSeries from DSC.

save on insurance & add value to your home
By adding a DSC security system to your home, not only will you
have taken steps to protect your family and property, but you will
also save between 5% and 20% on your annual insurance
premium and will increase the value of your home on the
housing market.

advanced, award-winning technology
This year, last year and for decades, our digital security, fire alarm
products and advanced internet communicators have won
multiple awards at major security industry shows.
Our engineers created the first microprocessor-based control
panels and set the industry standards for small elegant keypads
and wireless devices.

legendary reliability & protection

We also achieved key engineering innovations in monitoring

Whether you need a traditional security system for burglary and

station technology. For many years DSC has been the brand of

fire, or a more sophisticated system that can transmit video

choice among security companies and homeowners in 140

images and send vital information via the internet, DSC has a

countries worldwide.

reliable security solution for you.

easy to understand, even easier to use
Our customers all over the world tell us that we have been
successful because DSC systems are among the easiest
for homeowners to understand and use.
You can choose to protect your home with the
push of a single button. You can even
provide different codes for family
members, visitors and trades people.
Your DSC installer can teach the
entire family to use the system in

check on family or automate your
home from afar

just a few minutes.

Need tighter control from outside your home or even from the
other side of the globe? With our home automation features you

stylish & unobtrusive

are never far away.

Designed for contemporary architecture, PowerSeries offers a

If you want to control your alarm system from a wireless key,

variety of system controls that can blend into your surroundings

PDA, remote telephone or remote computer, you need DSC.

or make a design statement on their own. Our newest PK series

If you want to regularly check activity in your home and stay
connected with your children, nannies, elderly relatives or
intruders, you need DSC.
If you want to add controls for home entertainment, lighting,
temperature, internet and a variety of other home systems,
you need DSC.

keypads (available with built-in wireless receivers) feature
modern contoured styling, backlit ergonomic buttons and are
arranged with universally recognized ICONs for quick action in
an emergency.
Our smaller 5511 series keypads are ideal for economic
installations or for use as a second keypad at the back door
or in your garage.
For the ultimate in convenience and elegance, select our
touchscreen model which simplifies arming, disarming and other
everyday functions through the easy-to-use touchscreen display.
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new PowerSeries keypads & touchscreens

new PowerSeries control panels

Power and control are in your hands with eight wired PK series keypads
including LCD versions with messages, ICON fixed message and eight
and 16 zone easy-to-read LED keypads. For special installations consider
our stunning touchscreen, and for economical and secondary usage, why
not use our 5511 series.

The brain that powers your security system is the control panel. Already
a world leader for decades, PowerSeries control panels were recently
reinvented for a changing security landscape and the conveniences of
home automation.

wireless components

video & two-way audio

The convenience and flexibility of wireless components add value to any
DSC security package. These multi-purpose wireless devices can be used
to arm/disarm security systems from a distance, be programmed to
trigger garage door openers or activate a panic alarm.

Upon transmission of an alarm, DSC video and audio
verification modules provide you and your family with video or
two-way, talk/listen-in audio functionality with the monitoring station
operator through a combination of cameras, microphones and
speakers installed in your home.*
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* Requires an account with an authorized alarm monitoring company

internet & GSM alarm communications

smoke, motion & glassbreak detectors

DSC alarm communicators create fully supervised security solutions
between protected premises and monitoring stations.* Simple-to-install
T-Link internet alarm communicators (TL300, TL250 and TL150) save you
money by taking advantage of your existing network to provide secure
communications over a private network (LAN/WAN) or the internet.
GSM universal wireless alarm communicators can be used in a backup
or primary role and are ideal for those not using a traditional landline
(POTS) or are using Voice over IP (VoIP).

DSC photoelectric smoke detectors provide reliable smoke and fire
detection and are designed to reduce false alarms.

* Requires an account with an authorized alarm monitoring company

DSC motion detectors provide a superior analysis of detected signals
through digital processing. Pet owners are protected from false alarms
through Vertical Beam Shaping (VBS), a technology that provides pet
immunity up to 60 lbs (27 kg). Acuity™ glassbreak detectors feature
built-in intelligence that makes them “smart” enough to recognize the
sound of breaking glass from other common sounds found in the home.
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